Lateral transzygomatic approach to sphenoid wing meningiomas.
Sphenoid wing meningiomas are slow-growing, well-circumscribed, and histologically benign lesions. The recurrence rate is low if removed completely at the time of surgery. Adequate surgical exposure with minimal morbidity is a challenge for those treating these lateral skull base lesions. To describe our experience with the lateral tranzygomatic approach for resection of sphenoid wing meningioms in which the entire zygoma is mobilized and remains vascularized by masseter muscle attachments. A retrospective review of the records of 19 patients who underwent sphenoid wing meningioma resection via a lateral transzygomatic approach between 1997 and 2007 was performed. A confirmatory cadaver dissection was performed to illustrate the anatomic nature of the technique. To achieve maximal exposure and minimal brain retraction, a lateral transzygomatic approach with osteotomies of the entire zygoma, which remains pedicled on the masseter muscle, was used. Nineteen patients with sphenoid wing meningioma underwent resection via a lateral transzygomatic approach. Complete resection of the meningioma was achieved in 17 cases. Morbidity consisted of temporary frontal nerve weakness (57.9%), mild to moderate temporalis atrophy (36.8%), and diplopia (15.8%). There were no cases of wound infection, bone malunion, or resorption. A mean follow-up period of 33.1 months (range, 2-71 months) revealed no recurrences after surgery as demonstrated by computed tomography or magnetic resonance imaging. The lateral transzygomatic approach to the sphenoid wing can be performed safely with minimal morbidity and facilitates complete resection of the tumor. Complete removal at an early stage is the best prognostic factor in treating sphenoid wing meningioma. This approach belongs in the armamentarium of surgeons who are involved in the resection of skull base neoplasms.